Adrina Beach Hotel
Skopelos, Grecia

Descriere Adrina Beach Hotel 4*, Skopelos, Grecia
The Adrina Beach is a gem and “trademark” of Skopelos island. The Adrina Beach in Skopelos was created by
Rodopoulos’ family in order to offer the warmth and comfort of home and at the same time the quality you would
expect in a big holiday resort. The Adrina Beach is bathed in brilliant blue skies and sunshine, surrounded by crystal
waters. It is the hotel where Greek philoxenia and natural beauty meet. The Adrina is situated in the centre of the
island and just a few short steps from the beach. The hotel is built on a green slope that leads to the - literally - private
beach of Adrina. It is located on the south side of the island, between the ports of Glossa and Skopelos - at a distance
of about 13kms from each- and within walking distance from the village of Panormos and the great beaches of
Panormos, Milia and Kastani. The Adrina Beach is built in the island’s traditional architecture with beautifully matured
vegetation. It is comprised of 9 buildings and has a capacity of 144 guests. It is built on 9.500 m2 of amphitheatrically
sloping land leading down to a - literally - private beach. The accommodation consists of: 48 Double rooms that can
sleep up to 3 persons with the addition of an extra bed (25 m2), with sea views that are carefully designed to
guarantee the complete wellness of discerning visitors. 11 Maisonettes comprised of two levels that can comfortably
sleep up to 4 people (35 m2). On the grand floor there is the bathroom and the sitting area. The sofa here opens to
either two separate beds or one double bed. There is an inside wooden staircase that leads to the main sleeping area.
This is like an alcove. These two floors are not isolated, therefore maisonettes are ideal for families but not suitable for
two couples. It is comprised of: • Our famous traditional Taverna Restaurant/Bar (Lobster & Spaghetti specialty), •
Βeach Βar, • Sea Water Pool, • Small-boat (& water taxi) jetty, • Children’s playground, • Free sunbeds and umbrellas,

* Tarifele si disponibilitatile sunt valabile la acest moment. (10.01.2023 01:06)

